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Abstract
Warning: This paper contains derogatory language that may be offensive to some readers.
The increasing popularity of natural language processing has led to a race to improve machine learning models that
often leaves aside the core study object, the language itself. In this study, we present classification models designed
to detect stereotypes related to immigrants, along with both quantitative and qualitative analyses, shedding light on
linguistic distinctions in how humans and various models perceive stereotypes. Given the subjective nature of this
task, one of the models incorporates the judgments of all annotators by utilizing soft labels. Through a comparative
analysis of BERT-based models using both hard and soft labels, along with predictions from GPT-4, we gain a
clearer understanding of the linguistic challenges posed by texts containing stereotypes. Our dataset comprises
Spanish Twitter posts collected as responses to immigrant-related hoaxes, annotated with binary values indicating the
presence of stereotypes, implicitness, and the requirement for conversational context to understand the stereotype.
Our findings suggest that both model prediction confidence and inter-annotator agreement are higher for explicit
stereotypes, while stereotypes conveyed through irony and other figures of speech prove more challenging to detect
than other implicit stereotypes.
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1. Introduction

The past decade has seen the rise of social media,
and with it, the propagation of misleading informa-
tion aimed at stigmatizing vulnerable social groups
such as women, immigrants and the LGBTQIA+
community, and the increasing spread and rein-
forcement of stereotypes about these groups. How-
ever, this trend has also been accompanied by re-
search in the computational linguistics (CL) com-
munity aiming to tackle this phenomenon. Those
efforts have focused on creating datasets anno-
tated with stereotypes (Ariza-Casabona et al., 2022;
Javier Sánchez-Junquera and Ponzetto, 2021)
and other related categories that are helpful for
stereotype detection tasks, such as stereotype tax-
onomies or implicitness, as well as on improving
detection and classification techniques (Fokkens
et al., 2018; Sap et al., 2020).

A recent paradigm in the CL community is the
creation of disaggregated datasets to model subjec-
tive phenomena in a perspectivist manner, training
the models on specific perspectives of a segment
of the population or an individual (strong perspec-
tivism) (Cabitza et al., 2023), or training the models
considering the disagreement among annotators
(soft perspectivism) (Uma et al., 2020). In tradi-
tional approaches, annotations are represented as

*These authors contributed equally to this work

a single value known as the gold standard (aggre-
gated annotation) or hard label, determined through
methods such as majority voting. However, opin-
ion tasks, such as the identification of hate speech
and stereotypes (Chulvi et al., 2023), tend to gen-
erate disagreement among annotators due to the
different perceptions of those topics driven by de-
mographic characteristics. In particular, in our work,
we employed the computation of soft labels, cal-
culated using softmax normalization as suggested
by Uma et al. (2020). Therefore, the predictions of
the model will vary in accordance with the inputs it
receives, whether they are hard or soft labels.

In this work, we explore how Fine Tuning with
Soft Labels (FT-SL) and with Hard Labels (FT-HL)
modifies the performance of fine-tuned state-of-
the-art large language models, and the predictions
obtained with zero-shot learning, namely exploiting
GPT-4 (OpenAI, 2023), in the detection of stereo-
types in Spanish. In particular, we use a Span-
ish dataset (Bourgeade et al., 2023), containing
reactions from Twitter to false news involving mi-
grants published mainly from 2019 to 2021. This
dataset was annotated with the presence and ab-
sence of stereotypes regarding immigrants, and
whether they were expressed explicitly or implicitly.

Exploiting the disaggregated version of this
dataset, we want to investigate how annotators and
models recognize stereotypes by looking in partic-
ular at their form of expression: explicit and implicit.
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To do that, we compare the human annotation and
the performance of the before-mentioned models,
looking at the models’ confidence and agreement
among the annotators, as well as the linguistic char-
acteristics of the texts. We hypothesize that implicit
stereotypes are more difficult to be recognized by
models, and can create more disagreement among
humans, because they imply the need for an infer-
ence to a secondary or additional meaning. There-
fore, we aim to answer the following questions:

RQ1 Under what conditions do the models exhibit
low confidence in their predictions?

RQ2 To what extent do the predictions of FT-HL,
FT-SL, and GPT-4 differ from human annota-
tions? Where do these discrepancies manifest
most prominently, and what are the character-
istics of these textual instances?

To answer our RQs, we fine-tuned RoBERTa-BNE
(Fandiño et al., 2022) using the traditional method
(hard labels), as well as soft labels. We also gave
GPT-4 the task of predicting each instance of the
test set with the presence or absence of stereo-
types. Finally, we performed quantitative and qual-
itative analyses comparing the predictions of the
models and the decisions of the annotators, ob-
serving the linguistic characteristics of the texts
where they differ also in terms of confidence and
agreement.

The contributions of this paper are: (i) to use
a dataset in Spanish with non-aggregated anno-
tations containing stereotypes about immigrants
to train a model with soft labels; (ii) to present an
evaluation of the predictions of the RoBERTa-BNE
models and GPT-4, and compare those models
with the human annotations, since each model has
been pre-trained on different data, and each an-
notator has different background; (iii) to present a
correlation between the confidence of the models
in their predictions in contrast to the agreements of
the annotators; and (iv) to present a qualitative anal-
ysis from a linguistic perspective of the texts where
the confidence of the models and the agreement
among annotators are very different.

This paper is divided into five sections. Section 2
presents state-of-the-art research on stereotype
detection. Section 3 describes the dataset and
Section 4 the experimental settings used to test
our hypotheses, as well as the results. Section 5
presents an analysis of both our quantitative and
qualitative results. Finally, Section 6 discusses
conclusions and future work.

2. Related Work

A stereotype has been defined by social psychol-
ogists as a cognitive phenomenon consisting of

an exaggerated set of beliefs about a social group
(Hamilton, 1981). Therefore, individuals perceived
as members of a specific social group undergo
a process of categorization in which the features
associated with that social group are attributed to
all of its members (Allport et al., 1954). From a
psycholinguistic perspective, stereotypes can be
manifested through language, and they can be ex-
pressed explicitly and implicitly (Greenwald and
Banaji, 1995). Explicit stereotypes convey a di-
rect message, openly displaying the associated
attributes, for instance, with the use of pejorative
adjectives (Collins and Clément, 2012; D’Errico
and Paciello, 2018). In contrast, implicit stereo-
types are subtle, indirect and require a process of
inference to be interpreted by the reader. There
are certain linguistic forms in which implicit stereo-
types are conveyed within a text, such as through
metaphor and irony (Collins and Clément, 2012),
negation (Beukeboom et al., 2010) or entailments
(Pettigrew and Meertens, 1995). Recently, there
have been attempts to formalize the different strate-
gies for expressing implicitness in stereotypes to
formulate clear standardized criteria for annotators
(Schmeisser-Nieto et al., 2022).

From a computational perspective, there have
been increasing efforts to improve the automatic
detection of stereotypes in texts. Sap et al. (2020)
proposes a formalism to capture the pragmatic im-
plications of stereotypes that semantic approaches
fail to represent. Following the idea that stereotypes
are present in narratives, Fokkens et al. (2018) in-
troduces microportraits, a collection of descriptions
of a target group containing stereotypes referring
to Muslims. Card et al. (2016) collects similarities
in descriptions of people with to create “latent per-
sonas” using unsupervised learning.

Other studies that work with narratives for analyz-
ing stereotypes in conversational contexts include
DETOXIS (Taulé et al., 2021), DETESTS (Ariza-
Casabona et al., 2022) and NewsCom-TOX (Taulé
et al., 2024), that comprise comments from online
news; StereoImmigrants (Sánchez-Junquera et al.,
2021), derived from speeches on immigration at
the Spanish parliament; and a multilingual dataset
(Bourgeade et al., 2023) of Twitter posts (tweets) in
response to racial hoaxes, which are communica-
tive acts featuring distorted and misleading informa-
tion in the form of a threat to individuals’ or societies’
health and safety, in which the protagonist is a per-
son, or a group of people described in terms of
their ethnicity, nationality, or religion (Cerase and
Santoro, 2018). All the aforementioned datasets
provide annotated data for detecting stereotypes
regarding immigration in Spanish, which constitute
a valuable resource due to the scarcity of such
datasets.

Considering the subjectivity of this phenomenon,
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we leverage the disagreement among the annota-
tors about the presence of stereotypes in Spanish
tweets. We follow the new theoretical framework
of soft perspectivism using the learning with dis-
agreement approach (Uma et al., 2020). Other
studies have used disagreements differently, with
a focus on improving their models. A perspectivist
approach has also been used to exclude data with
low agreement (Beigman Klebanov and Beigman,
2009), to provide a supplement to the gold standard
(Plank et al., 2014; Romberg, 2022), or to com-
pletely omit the gold standard to train models with
the disagreements without aggregation (Rodrigues
and Pereira, 2018; Uma et al., 2020). In our work,
we computed the soft labels using the softmax func-
tion (Uma et al., 2020). Moreover, we embraced
perspectivism not only to investigate how the detec-
tion of stereotypes could be improved but also to
obtain valuable information on the linguistic charac-
teristics that are more difficult to detect according
to the aggregation method. We do so through the
analysis of the different predictions given by the
models compared to the human annotation.

3. Dataset

The dataset1 is based on a multilingual corpus
(Bourgeade et al., 2023) compiled from tweets.
These tweets were part of conversation threads
in response to verified hoaxes, collected in French,
Italian, and Spanish. For this work, we used the
Spanish subset, which comprises 4,751 tweets.
598 additional tweets were selected and subjected
to annotation following the same strategies and
guidelines. The process involved two main steps:
initially, search strategies were used to find tweets
related to the hoaxes collected manually from de-
bunking sites; and subsequently, the tweets were
filtered using keywords associated with hoaxes re-
ferring to immigrants.

The dataset was annotated with the following hi-
erarchical binary labels by three annotators (two
linguistics students trained for this task and a re-
searcher): stereotype indicates the presence of
stereotypes regarding immigrants; only if a stereo-
type is present, contextual refers to the need for
conversational context, i.e., previous messages, to
interpret it; and implicit indicates whether the stereo-
type (if present) is implicit, requiring the reader to
infer and interpret it. The following tweet is an ex-
ample of an implicit stereotype, wherein the first two
annotators marked the presence of the stereotype,
while the third annotator tagged its absence:

1. And I’ve been paying social security for more
than 38 years. If I knew better, I’d have become

1The dataset is available upon request.

an illegal.2
[Stereotype:Yes] [Contextual:No] [Implicit:Yes]

Table 1 shows the inter-annotator agreements
for the three hierarchical binary labels.

Label Av. pairwise Fleiss’
% Agreement Kappa

Stereotype 89.34% 0.75
Contextual 89.00% 0.48
Implicit 85.61% 0.15

Table 1: Inter-annotator agreement test.

Out of the 1,604 (30.0%) tweets in the dataset con-
taining stereotypes, 590 (36.8%) require context
from previous messages to be interpreted, and 344
(21.4%) are expressed implicitly, according to the
majority vote labels.

The dataset was divided, with 80% designated
for the training set, further split into training and
validation subsets, and 20% allocated for the test
set. The subsets were stratified to maintain the
same distribution of implicit stereotypes and racial
hoax topics in each split. To avoid data leakage,
we also separated tweets extracted from different
hoaxes into different sets, the training set has 15
hoaxes and the test set has 13. Table 2 shows a
summary of the distribution of the labels.

4. Models’ Predictions

To establish a baseline, we initiated our analysis us-
ing the unigram term frequency-inverse document
frequency (TFIDF) representation in conjunction
with a Support Vector classifier (SVC). This initial
approach served as a reference point for evaluating
the effectiveness of more advanced techniques.

We investigated the efficacy of different
transformer-based models from the BERT family
for stereotype detection in Spanish with both
hard and soft labels. The selected models,
obtained from the Huggingface transformers
library (https://huggingface.co/), were: (i)
dccuchile/bert-base-spanish-wwm-cased. BETO
(Cañete et al., 2020), which has a similar size to
BERT-Base and was trained with the Whole Word
Masking technique. (ii) PlanTL-GOB-ES/roberta-
base-bne. RoBERTa-BNE (Fandiño et al., 2022),
which is based on the RoBERTa base model. It
was pre-trained using the largest Spanish corpus
known to date. (iii) pysentimiento/robertuito-base-
uncased. RoBERTuito (Pérez et al., 2022), which
was trained following RoBERTa guidelines on 500
million tweets.

2Examples have been translated into English to guar-
antee anonymity.

https://huggingface.co/
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Subsets With Without Context Implicit Explicit Total
Stereotypes Stereotypes Needed

Training set 1,246 3,031 465 270 976 4,277
Test set 358 714 125 74 284 1,072

Table 2: Label distribution among the training and test sets.

RoBERTa-BNE proved to be the best model (see
Figures 1 and 2), and is the one we used for the
analyses. Building on recent advancements in NLP,
we drew inspiration from the work of (Nityasya et al.,
2023) and incorporated a few-shot baseline with the
same conditions as our main model. Specifically,
we trained a RoBERTa-BNE model with a single
epoch, employing a minibatch strategy comprising
10 positive and 10 negative cases.

In addition to these models, we also explored a
zero-shot approach to stereotype detection using
GPT-4. Considering the primary objective of this
work, i.e., evaluation of the performance of the
models, with a particular focus on the probability
and confidence of their predictions, Table 3 shows
their results in terms of the F1 score for the positive
and the negative classes, along with accuracy, and
report the confidence of models trained on hard
labels as median and standard deviation of the
distribution of predictions obtained in the test set,
while the probability of the predictions of the other
models is reported in Table 4.

Model F1 pos F1 neg Acc Confidence

TFIDF+SVC 0.48 0.83 0.75
FT-HL Few-shot 0.22 0.73 0.60 0.01±0.01
FT-HL 0.69 0.80 0.76 0.64±0.27
FT-SL 0.71 0.86 0.81
GPT-4 0.72 0.86 0.81
GPT-4P 0.72 0.84 0.80

Table 3: F1 score for the positive class (contain-
ing stereotypes) and negative classes, and overall
accuracy score across all models. Confidence is
shown for the fine-tuned models with hard labels.
FT-HL and FT-SL stand for the RoBERTA-BNE
model fine-tuned with hard and soft labels, respec-
tively; GPT-4P is the GPT-4 model asked for the
probability of a stereotype.

Fine-tuning with hard labels For fine-tuning the
models with hard labels, we used a learning rate
of 10−5 with a cosine scheduler set with 20 epochs
as the total number of training steps. We trained
in batches of 32 tweets, checking the results ev-
ery 10 steps, with early stopping. Figure 1 shows
the training and validation losses. We named the
best resulting model, RoBERTa-BNE fine-tuned
with hard labels, FT-HL. Table 3 shows that this
model achieves good performance compared to

the baselines.
We also quantified the confidence of the predic-

tion, by re-scaling the softmax probabilities, using
the following formula
citepcasola2023confidence:

conf(x) = Max1(x)− Max2(x)
|Max1(x) + Max2(x)| , (1)

where Max1(x) and Max2(x) represent the largest
and second-largest probability values, respectively,
obtained from the predicted logits softmax.

Figure 1: Training and validation loss for the BETO,
RoBERTa-BNE and RoBERTuito models using
hard labels.

Fine-tuning with Soft Labels Given some data
{xi, yi} with unaggregated annotations, we esti-
mate the human label distribution phum(y | x), i.e.,
the soft labels, according to a softmax normaliza-
tion (Uma et al., 2020):

phum(yi = j | xi) =
exp(dji )∑
a exp(d

a
i )
, (2)

where dji is the number of times the annotators
chose the j-th class for the i-th data point.

Therefore, the annotator-assigned soft labels en-
compass four distinct values: 0.05 when none of
the annotators label a tweet as containing stereo-
types, 0.27 when only one annotator identifies
stereotypes, 0.73 when two annotators concur on
the presence of stereotypes, and 0.95 when all
three annotators unanimously agree.
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Model Cross Correlation Std pos Std neg
Entropy

FT-SL 0.27 0.62 0.32 0.26
GPT-4P 1.44 0.64 0.38 0.21

Table 4: Cross-entropy score, Pearson correlation
and standard deviation for positive and negative
predictions across models with soft labels.

To predict the soft labels with the different BERT
models, we fine-tuned them for a regression task,
instead of a classification task for hard labels. For
the soft-label models, we set the learning rate at
2 × 10−5, but otherwise used the same setup as
with hard labels. Figure 2 shows the training and
validation losses. We named the best resulting
model, RoBERTa-BNE fine-tuned with soft labels,
FT-SL.

The use of soft labels improves the hard metrics
(see Table 3) while maintaining the different views
of all the annotators. Table 4 shows the cross-
entropy and Pearson correlation coefficient for the
models with soft labels. Note that the minimum
possible value for the cross-entropy is 0.15, which
is equal to the annotator soft-label entropy. We see
that FT-SL achieves the best cross-entropy score.

Figure 2: Training and validation loss for the BETO,
RoBERTa-BNE and RoBERTuito models using soft
labels.

Prediction of Stereotypes with GPT-4 We took
a zero-shot approach with GPT-4. Using the Ope-
nAI API, we first gave the following system mes-
sage3 to the model: “You are a linguist with exper-
tise in annotating sentences with stereotypes.”

We then added the following content message:
“You must classify the sentence in double paren-
theses according to whether it contains any racist
stereotypes or not. Return a single integer without

3Prompts have been translated from Spanish.

comments: ‘1’ if positive, ‘0’ if negative. ((<sen-
tence>))”

To compare with the soft labels, we asked in-
stead for the probability of stereotypes (GPT-4P):
“You must give the probability that the sentence
in double parentheses contains any racist stereo-
types. Return a single real number between 0 and
1 without comments. ((<sentence>))”

Tables 3 and 4 show the results of these prompts.
GPT-4 achieves the best overall scores with hard
labels, tying with FT-SL on the F1 negative class
score. When asked for probabilities (GPT-4P), it
achieves the highest correlation, although with a
poor cross-entropy score.

5. Human vs. Machine Analysis

In this section, we compare the confidence and per-
formance of the models FT-HL, FT-SL and GPT-4P,
with the gold standard and soft labels from the hu-
man annotators.

5.1. Hard Labels
To evaluate the model with hard labels, we used
an IAA test, the instance agreement percentage.
In our scenario involving three annotators, the IAA
yields one of two values: either total agreement
among all annotators (IAA = 1) or one annotator
disagrees (IAA = 0.67).

Figure 3 (top) represents the relationship be-
tween the confidence scores of FT-HL and the IAA
for both negative and positive predictions. To en-
sure clarity in the visualization and prevent over-
lapping data points, we introduced jitter in the x-
direction.

False positives are represented as blue squares
on the right-hand of the figure, while false nega-
tives are denoted by orange triangles on the left-
hand. An examination of these plots revealed sev-
eral noteworthy observations. We found that for the
true positives and true negatives, the model tends
to exhibit higher confidence levels when all three
annotators agree on the presence of stereotypes.
This result reinforces the reliability of the model in
cases where there is a clear consensus among
human annotators. Conversely, when the model
predictions are incorrect, its confidence tends to
deviate further from the IAA. This deviation indi-
cates a decrease in the performance of the model
and highlights the difficulty it faces when handling
instances where human annotators do not concur.

Figure 3 (bottom) represents an analysis of
tweets containing stereotypes. Using majority vot-
ing, stereotypes can be categorized as either ex-
plicit or implicit. We took into account the disag-
gregated annotations of the implicit label. This ap-
proach allowed us to categorize tweets as explicit,
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Figure 3: Comparison of FT-HL confidence scores versus IAA, computed as the instance percentage
agreement, with negative predictions on the left and positive predictions on the right. (Top) Gold labels
for instances without stereotypes are represented as blue circles, and gold labels for instances with
stereotypes are represented as orange triangles. (Bottom) Tweets containing stereotypes. Explicit
annotations are represented as green stars, implicit-one-vote annotations as red squares, and implicit-by-
majority annotations as purple rhomboids. Jitter is added to the x-axis. The straight lines represent a
linear regression fit for the data, and the shaded area corresponds to a 95% confidence interval computed
with the bootstrapping method.

implicit-one-vote (only one annotator considered it
implicit) or implicit-by-majority (two or more anno-
tators considered it implicit).

Our findings revealed patterns in the confidence
of the model when handling instances with explicit
or implicit stereotypes. When the predictions of
FT-HL align with the gold labels, it tends to dis-
play lower confidence when dealing with implicit
stereotypes than when dealing with explicit ones.
This suggests that the model may be less cer-
tain when identifying subtle or context-dependent
stereotypes.

Conversely, when the model predictions are
incorrect (false negatives), the model exhibits
more confidence in its predictions involving ex-
plicit stereotypes. These findings remained consis-
tent even when accounting for the implicit-one-vote
stereotypes, which proved to be more challenging
to classify than the explicit stereotypes, but easier
than the implicit-by-majority stereotypes.

5.2. Soft Labels and Probability

For the model trained with soft labels and GPT-4P,
our analysis involves a direct comparison between
the predictions of the models and the soft labels
derived from the human annotations.

Figure 4 employs a violin plot to explore the dis-
tribution of the predicted soft labels and probability
across the four annotator options. Violin plots are
useful for depicting variability within different cat-
egories. The width of the violin along the y-axis
represents the density of tweets falling into each cat-
egory. It is worth noting that the violin plot displays
small values outside the range of 0 to 1. These val-
ues are just artifacts of the visualization technique.

Our visual analysis reveals some compelling in-
sights. Notably, the predictions of the model align
closely with the original soft labels when all an-
notators unanimously agree on the presence or
absence of stereotypes. This alignment is evident
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Figure 4: Prediction by FT-SL (soft labels) and
GPT-4P (probabilities) versus annotator soft labels.

Figure 5: Predicted soft labels by FT-SL versus
annotator soft labels for the instances annotated
as explicit, implicit-on-vote or implicit-by-majority.

through the more concentrated distributions near
the coordinates (0,0) and (1,1) in Figure 4. In other
words, both models predictions strongly correlate
with the unanimous decisions of the annotators.

Focusing our analysis on stereotypes, we also
explore equivalent violin plots in Figure 5 for FT-SL
and in Figure 6 for GPT-4P, differentiating between
instances with implicit and explicit stereotypes. We
see that the explicit stereotypes predicted soft la-
bels are more closely correlated with the annotator
soft labels than the implicit stereotypes. Further-
more, as with hard labels, even when a single anno-
tator labeled a tweet as implicit, the model performs
more poorly than with explicit stereotypes.

5.3. Qualitative Analysis
We based our qualitative analyses of the predic-
tions on the presence of stereotypes made by
RoBERTa-BNE models trained with hard (FT-HL)

Figure 6: Predicted probabilities by GPT-4P versus
annotator soft labels for the instances annotated
as explicit, implicit-on-vote or implicit-by-majority.

and soft labels (FT-HL), and by GPT-4P (GPT-4
asked for the probability of a stereotype). It con-
sists of error analyses in relation to the human an-
notations from a linguistic perspective, specifically,
about the implicitness of the stereotypes. Below,
we analyze the linguistic characteristics of the false
negative and false positive texts encountered in all
models, or only in FT-HL, FT-SL or GPT-4P.

All models There are 15 false negative (FN) in-
stances and 12 false positive (FP) instances that
failed to be correctly classified by all the models.
These texts, indeed, have been annotated, respec-
tively, as stereotypes and not stereotypes by all the
annotators.

Regarding the FN cases, 13 out of 15 required
conversational context for the message to be under-
stood and the stereotype to be interpreted, whereas
nine FN instances were annotated as implicit. Ex-
amples 2, 3 and 4 allude directly to immigrants,
although their references have to be recovered
from previous messages. The examples below
also report the confidence obtained by FT-HL, the
predicted soft label by FT-SL and the probability
obtained with GPT-4P.

2. Do you doubt it, those are votes for left-wing
parties. Subsidy = vote.
[FT-HL: 0.93] [FT-SL: 0.04] [GPT-4P: 0.0]

3. The ones for the dogs are not worth it?
[FT-HL: 0.71] [FT-SL: 0.19] [GPT-4P: 0.0]

4. How strange , if they are little angels
[FT-HL: 0.81] [FT-SL: 0.12] [GPT-4P: 0.0]

The most recurrent form of implicit expression is
through figures of speech, with seven cases. For
instance, Example 2 suggests the instrumental-
ization of immigrants proposing a causal relation
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between subsidies and votes, making a simile be-
tween these two elements. Another use of a figure
of speech is found in Example 3, whose associa-
tion between the hoax (the creation of a special
beach for Muslim women) and a beach for dogs is
expressed through a rhetorical question and could
be interpreted as a joke aimed at dehumanizing the
target group. Similarly, the use of irony in Exam-
ple 4 is underpinned by a stereotyped perception
of the target group, considering it is a response to
a crime. Another case of implicit expressions of
stereotypes is through the evaluation of the author’s
own situations (three cases), which entails a bias
toward the target group, as seen in Example 8.

Finally, when observing the most repeated im-
plicit expressions in the FN instances with the high-
est confidence scores (70% and higher), we found
that irony is present in three out of six cases. 7
cases report confidence higher than 0.50, 13 cases
have a predicted soft label lower than 0.40, and all
cases report a GPT-4P probability lower than 0.20.

Regarding FP instances, a small number ad-
dressed the topic of immigration without conveying
a stereotype, as in Example 5, when the author
mentions the target groups, but no annotators per-
ceived a stereotype.

5. I know what the agreement says, but I don’t
know how many companies comply with it. If
everyone is paid the same, whether they are
seasonal workers, Moroccans, Huelva resi-
dents or sub-Saharans. That’s what we want
the labor inspection to find out.
[FT-HL: 0.67] [FT-SL: 0.67] [GPT-4P: 0.8]

Other recurrent topics are politics or opinions about
other countries. For instance, in Example 6, which
refers to the same hoax as Example 3, there is an
attack to the politician who allegedly proposes the
creation of beaches for Muslim women.

6. He can take the Muslim women for a bath to
his house in Galapagar
[FT-HL: 0.46] [FT-SL: 0.66] [GPT-4P: 1.0]

Four of the cases have a confidence score higher
than 0.50, nine cases report a predicted soft label
higher than 0.60, and all the cases report a GPT-4P
probability higher than 0.80.

FT-HL The FN predictions present only five in-
stances, with 100% annotator agreement, out of
which four are implicit stereotypes and two need
conversational context. Three of the implicit ones
are news titles, in which the author relates an in-
dividual belonging to a specific social group and
association to a negative event. There is a neg-
ative generalization of the actors of that specific
event to all the members of the group, as seen in
Example 7. The other implicit case corresponds

to a rhyme implying that immigrants will expel the
“natives”. There are 73 cases of FPs.

7. #URGENT: A foreign minor beats up a gay
person in Pontevedra while shouting ‘No to
homosexuals.’
[FT-HL: 0.35]

FT-SL There are 29 tweets of FN instances, 25
of which with 100% annotator agreement, while
there are 15 FP instances. Regarding FNs, 15 of
them needed conversational context and only eight
were implicitly expressed, seven of those needing
also context. Out of the implicit stereotypes, all
of them present metaphor (3), irony (2), a joke,
the expression of a desire regarding immigrants
underlying a stereotype and the case of a specific
group of immigrants, which extrapolates indirectly
the stereotype to the whole group. In comparison to
FT-HL, FT-SL fails to predict more figures of speech,
proportionally.

GPT-4 FN mispredictions comprise 35 instances,
out of which 26 need conversational context and
21 are implicitly expressed, all of them with 100%
annotator agreement. Out of the implicit stereo-
types, 11 are presented in the form of figures of
speech such as irony, metaphor, jokes and rhetor-
ical questions. Six of them are evaluations of the
author’s feelings or desires, and four are imperative
or ‘call for action’ expressions. Regarding the FP
instances, there are 31 instances.

8. I have the greatest respect for Muslims and
Jews, I am the son of an emigrant and an im-
migrant myself. […] We cannot support anyone
else, other than our poor families, while others
get politically richer.
[GPT-4P: 0.2]

6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we performed a comparative analy-
sis, both quantitative and qualitative, of the differ-
ences between the predictions made by various
models and the annotations performed by humans.
In particular, we wondered 1) about where the con-
fidence of the FT-HL is lower and the probability of
FT-SL and GPT-4 differ from the original soft label
computed on the annotations; and 2) what are the
characteristics of the texts in which the decisions
of models and humans differ.

Regarding the first question, we demonstrated
that the models in general align their predictions
with humans, showing more confidence (FT-HL)
and less variation in the distribution of the predicted
probabilities (FT-SL and GTP-4P). It is worth re-
membering that in that cases all three annotators
agree on the presence of stereotypes. In other
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words, models exhibit low confidence when an-
notators have more disagreement with each
other.

In turn, there is more disagreement when the
texts contain implicit stereotypes, thus, the pres-
ence of implicit stereotypes contributes to the low
confidence and less dense distribution of proba-
bilities of the models. The models were better at
predicting explicit stereotypes than implicit ones,
even when accounting for different annotator per-
spectives.

Looking at the cases where humans do not agree
with models predictions, we observed that a major-
ity of texts predicted as not-containing stereo-
types with a higher confidence, include, in-
stead, implicit stereotypes. They are recurrently
expressed through figures of speech (such as irony,
metaphors) as well as through evaluations about
the own author’s feelings and thoughts about immi-
grants. Other cases in which the predictions differ
from humans show the need to refer to the con-
versational context to interpret the stereotype.

On the other hand, among the instances pre-
dicted as positive with higher confidence but not
annotated as stereotypes by humans (false posi-
tives), we encountered cases that addressed the
topic of immigration without conveying a stereotype.
This finding suggests that the mere mention of
the target group triggers its classification as
stereotyped.

Due to the high disagreement between humans,
and also among models, when identifying implicit
stereotypes, we propose, in future work, to estab-
lish specific categories that collect the different lin-
guistic forms in which implicit stereotypes are ex-
pressed. In this way, we can operationalize implicit-
ness in order to improve the annotation agreements
and the recognition of stereotypes by models.

Moreover, since the lack of conversational con-
texts affects the identification of stereotypes, we
propose to feed the models with the previous mes-
sages of the conversational thread, which is an
input that humans had during the annotation pro-
cess. In addition, since the explicit mention of a
target group prompts the model to classify the in-
stance as a stereotype, we propose to model differ-
ent arguments or topics of stereotypes related to
immigration as seen in Javier Sánchez-Junquera
and Ponzetto (2021).

Finally, in this work we focused only on stereo-
types related to immigrants, but we are curious
to investigate what is the impact of implicit stereo-
types on the perceptions of humans, as well as
models, in the recognition of stereotypes towards
other categories of people.
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Limitations

Although our approach wanted to consider the dis-
agreement among annotators, we are aware that
the number of annotators is low. However, we tried
to guarantee a diversity in the process of annotation
in accordance with Bender and Friedman (2018)
and Cabitza et al. (2023). Annotators involved in
the extension of the Spanish subset of the multi-
lingual corpus (Bourgeade et al., 2023) were two
linguistics students and a researcher on compu-
tational linguistics. They differed from country of
provenience, gender and age.
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